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Case study refers to intensive investigation of case highlighting different dimension. In this present study the 
case was admitted in reputed de-addiction/rehabilitations center, Kolkata, India. This case study implies a 
retrospective archival approach. Case history was taken thoroughly and psychological tests were administered 
to corroborate findings with case history.

Amal was admitted in the centre with the chief complaints of consuming alcohol which hampers his physical, 
emotional, occupational and social life. The criteria for alcohol intoxication include drinking and significant 
maladaptive behavioural changes - such as inappropriate aggressive behaviour, mood labiality, impaired 
judgment in family and occupational spheres shortly after alcohol consumption. He denies of his problems and 
often becomes defensive. Detection of alcoholism in this particular case was done by CAGE Test. 

C) Have you ever felt you should cut down on your drinking?

A) Have you felt Annoyed when criticized for drinking?

G) Have you ever felt guilty about your drinking?

E) Did you need a drink early in the morning Eye openers?

Dynamic analysis of CAGE test implied euphoric mood, gregariousness and inhibition. Medical treatment history 
reveals that alcohol affects neuronal cell wall fluidity and permeability. Release of dopamine in the mesolimbic 
system brings euphoria and inhibition of glutaminergic transmission mediates amnesic effects. 

Test Behaviour
Rapport was established with him. He was sober and co – operative during the testing session. He has expressed 
mood swings on and often.

Test Administered

Bender Gestalt Test (BG).

Draw a person Test (DAP).

 Rorschach Ink Blot test (RIBT).

Thematic Apperception Test (TAT).

Findings

The score of 67 put him BG in the suspect category which signifies slight impairment in his visual motor gestalt 
functioning. Qualitative analysis reveals difficulty in maintaining adequate interpersonal relationship, social 
anxiety, aggressiveness and a withdrawal tendency.

Qualitative analysis of DAP reveals need for dependency, a regressive trend and a tendency to seek fantasy than 
rather than reality satisfaction.

RIBT test result reveals there is only piled up instinctual needs but he is totally helpless to do anything with 
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it successfully either by finding a socialized or by intellectual canalization. Only means of handling is by 
withdrawal.

TAT

The main problem stems from TAT is a strong aggressive desire which is becoming fused with most of his 
activities even pleasurable ones. The only way he is handling this is by projective aggression on others and on 
environment or to internalize. There is attempt to canalize aggression through achievements but failure to do 
resulting in preoccupation and fantasy activity.

Impression

The person is suffering from ‘Psychoactive Substance Abuse Disorder’ associated with secondary depression.

Therapeutic Intervention
Daily Feelings Journal

The person was instructed to write ‘Daily Feelings Journal’ highlighting on feelings not on incidents.

Daily Thought Record

Situation Negative  Automatic Thoughts Emotion
‘I have to check papers 
related to business’ 

My hand will shake while signing the paper

I should prefer 1 peg alcohol after finishing the job.

Anxiety

sadness, apprehension

After 45 days - How are you feeling now?

Better, feeling control over emotion.

Conclusion
Considering case history, behaviour  and findings of test it appears the person was suffering from ‘Psychoactive 
Substance Abuse Disorder associated with secondary depression. He has undergone therapeutic intervention. 
Cognitive behaviour therapy was provided to him strengthen his mental equilibrium.
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